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the complexity of managing vmware environments can often leave you with the feeling that youre in
over your head. this free download of vmware vcenter converter tries to simplify things by managing
the conversion of physical servers to vmware virtual servers. vmware converter also includes a sort
of portal for managing the virtual servers afterwards. vmware converter is an application that can be
run to convert physical servers to virtual servers. vmware converter can create a variety of virtual
servers, including windows server, windows vista, linux, mac os x, and vmware server. so what can
vmware vcenter converter do for you? well it can clone physical servers to create virtual machines
that can boot in vmware. thats one thing. vmware vcenter converter can also create a virtual
machine that can boot in vmware player, allowing you to run the virtual machine without booting
windows or linux. vmware offers a free solution known as vmware vcenter converter. it can convert
windows and linux physical machines into vmware virtual machines. you can then boot these virtual
machines in vmware players free application, so this can be a completely free solution. the ultimate
revelation of reset vcsa 6.5 root password in 60 seconds 6 basic commands to interact with vcsa 6.5
embedded vpostgres database 6 tips for configuring firewall to manage vcsa 6.5 postgres database
remotely you can learn from vmwarearena how to connect vcsa 6.5 embedded postgres database
using pgadmin (with gui) -vmware unsupported winscp connection to vcsa failed received too large
sftp packet how to backup vcenter appliance 6.5 embedded postgres database how to monitor
vcenter server appliance 6.5 performance using vimtop become an expert on vcenter server
appliance log file location in 120 seconds how to backup and restore vcsa 6.5 the ultimate
cheatsheet how to join vcsa 6.5 to active directory domain from web client how to configure active
directory authentication for vcenter server 6.5
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we have seen a lot of posts over the past weeks and months on the vmware vcenter converter
standalone forum. when you run vmware vcenter converter standalone, you are asked to enter a

vcenter server url. this url would be the server that is used to manage the vsphere environment. this
url should be entered into the url field as seen in the screenshot below. on the next screen, you are

provided with a list of virtual machines. you would need to click on the add new virtual machine
button to add a new virtual machine. clicking on the add button would open the vmware vcenter
converter standalone ui and would open a new virtual machine screen with a tab for the virtual

machine that you just created. we also recommend that you check the "take snapshots of this virtual
machine" check box as this will provide you with a snapshot of the virtual machine so that you can
revert to a previous snapshot if required. once you have added the virtual machine, you need to

select a template to create the virtual machine. you would have the option to use a custom virtual
machine template or the vmware vcenter converter standalone template. the vmware vcenter

converter 5.0.2 downloads a core vmware.com license file from your browser. if you have previously
downloaded the software from vmware.com, you will have a valid license file in the

downloads/vmware/vcenter.license.txt file, and can use that file to install the software. if you need to
download the vmware vcenter converter standalone, please make sure you check the vmware

support site for updates for the product and the product download page for the vmware vcenter
converter standalone as the links will be updated when the standalone vmware vcenter converter

standalone is released. 5ec8ef588b
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